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PREFACE 

T e ~ Guide Book is to help the hiker 
p an h.~ Lon!! Trail and to provide basic in-
fo rma ·ran \\me :ill be u eful or interesting during 
the e tra\·e . In addi ion. an attempt has been made to 
explain the ambi ioll:i tas of protecting and maintain
ing a trail system. 

It would be impossible to properly acknowledge the 
ma ny people whose ideas. info rmation and suggestions 
a ssisted the Guide Book Committee in the preparation 
of this twenty-first edition of the Guide Book. Several 
individuals deserve special mention a nd special 
thanks. 

The cover design is by Jeffrey W. Worra ll of Green
fie ld. Mass. 

The new Divisional Maps a re the work of Stewart D. 
Arnold. Martin L. DeWitt, and Douglas L. Paulsen. 
These three University of Vermont students. under the 
direction of Dr. H. Gardiner Barnum. ha ve done an a d
mirable job and deserve our most sincere tha nks. 

Laurence \"an ~leter. Executive Director of the 
Green. lountain Club. provided invaluable assistance, 
adnce. and criticism. 

Also of assistance were Dr. H. N. Muller, III, Herbert 
G. Ogden, and David S. Robbins. 

To each person who in some way contributed to the 
prepa ra tion of this book, the Guide Book Committee is 
sincerely gra teful. 

Robert L. Hagerma n 
Victor W. Henningsen, III 
George F. Pearlstein 
Donald M. Wallace 
Ea rl Willia ms 
Ha rry T. Peet. Jr., Editor 
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THE GREEN MOUNTAIN CLUB AND THE LONG TRAIL 

The Trail: 

The Long Trail extends some 263 miles from the 
Massachusetts Line to the Canadian Border. Almost 
one-hundred side trails add about 175 miles, making 
approximately 440 miles for the entire Long Trail Sys
tem. Roughly half is on private lands. Some seventy 
primitive shelters and a number of designated tenting 
areas provide overnight facilities. 

The Long Trail is a primitive "footpath in the wilder
ness." Although extensive work has recently begun to 
control erosion and bridge extremely wet areas, the 
Trail is for the most part "unimproved." By design, no 
effort has been made to provide artificial surfacing, 
switchbacks, and other amenities found on highly engi
neered trails. In the tradition of other early New En
gland trails, the Long Trail is steep, boggy, and rugged. 
Hikers should plan accordingly. 

History, 1910-1977: 

The history of the Green Mountain Club is the history 
of the Long Trail. The GMC was formed to establish 
and sponsor the Long Trail, and the Club's main pur
pose today remains the management and protection of 
the LT System. 

The Long Trail is one of the oldest long-distance hik
ing trails in the United States. Conceived by James P. 
Taylor in 1909 as he waited for the mist to clear from 
Stratton Mountain, the idea of the Trail began to take 
concrete form on March 11, 1910 when twenty-three 
people gathered in Burlington to form the Green Moun
tain Club. Taylor, the Associate Principal of Vermont 
Academy in Saxtons River, had been frustrated by the 
lack of suitable hiking trails and vowed " to make the 
mountains of Vermont play a larger role in the lives of 
the people." 

Work began almost immedia tely in the Camel's 
Hump-Mt. Mansfield area, and by the end of 1912 the 
Trail had been completed from Sterling Pond to 
Camel's Hump. Early in the 1913 season, a State crew 
cut a route from Killington Peak to Brandon Gap, and 
from Camel's Hump south to Lincoln Gap. Later in the 
season, with a $100 contribution from the Appalachian 
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~foun ain Club and pplemental funds donated by 
Albert G. Farr of Brandon. the Trail was cut between 
Lincoln and Brandon Gap . In the meantime, the Ster
ling Section, first organized in 1911 and reorganized in 
1913, cut the Trail from Johnson to Ste rling Pond. 

In 1914 the slogan was "Killington to Massachu
setts," and by 1917 that goal had been rea ched. Also in 
1917 the first Guide Book was published. At that time 
there were fourteen overnight shelters available along 
the Trail, including private camps, the Mt. Mansfield 
Hotel, abandoned lumber camps, and five GMC shel
ters. Nine farm houses near the Trail were also listed 
as being open for lodging and meals. 

The Second Edition of the Guide Book in 1920 estab
lished the size and format used today. It showed the 
Trail complete from Johnson to the Massachusetts line, 
with nine more shelters built and an additional twelve 
farms or shelters listed near the Trail. Thus, in the first 
en years. 209 miles of tra il were built and forty-four 

m·ernight facilities provided, of which fourteen were 
built bv the Club. 

The next decade saw the extension of the Long Trail 
north from Johnson, culminating in the completion of 
the Trail to Jay Peak in 1927. Many Club members felt 
this point was "almost" to Canada and far enough, but 
Bruce Buchanan of Brattleboro suggested, "We better 
get rid of the almost." So in 1930, Bruce and Roy 
Buchanan marked the remaining ten-odd miles to the 
Canadian border. In the following year, 1931, Charles 
G. Doll and Phillips D. Carleton cut the final link of the 
Trail through to Canada. 

Thus, on its twenty-first birthday the GMC had good 
reason to celebrate-the completion of a footpath from 
Massachusetts to Canada. 

The occasion was marked by a large gathering at 
the Club's headquarters, the Long Trail Lodge in Sher
burne. The Lodge had been a gift in 1923 from Morti
mer R. Proctor and his mother, Mrs. Fletcher D. Proc
tor, and among the various dignitaries on hand at the 
celebration was the Club's founder, James P. Taylor. A 
feature of the occasion was the lighting of a series of 
flares from mountaintop to mountaintop along the 
Green Mountain Range. 

Other highlights of the Club's formative years in
clude its publication of a continually improved and 
updated guide book of the Long Trail. In 1922 the GMC 
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launched The Green Mountain News, a periodical for 
its members. In 1925 the name was changed to The 
Long Trail News, and GMC'ers have been receiving it 
ever since, initially bimonthly, now quarterly. During 
this period the GMC promoted snowshoeing as a winter 
recreational use of the Green Mountains-a sport, 
however, shortly to be eclipsed by skiing. 

Also deserving further note are the Club's local 
units, known as Sections, whose members have volun
tarily sweated and sworn with axe, saw, clippers and 
other tools in the upkeep of designated parts of the 
Trail and its shelters. The first and longest-established 
is the Burlington Section, originally known as the Mt. 
Mansfield Section when it was formed in 1910. Several 
other Sections now operating have also been in 
existence for many years, but numerous others have 
come and gone as local interest waxed and waned. 

With the Trail completed, the Club continued an 
established program of building shelters. Prime mover 
in this effort was Professor Roy 0. Buchanan of the 
University of Vermont in Burlington. In 1931 the Club's 
Board of Trustees authorized formation of a salaried 
crew to work on the Trail each summer. Buchanan was 
the Long Trail Patrol's first leader. Each year he 
assembled a group of students and worked with them 
on basic trail maintenance, repairs to existing shelters, 
and construction of new ones. During the next ten 
years the L TP, Sections, and others built or rebuilt 29 
shelters and lodges. 

Not surprisingly, the war years saw both reduced 
use of the Long Trail and reduced trail work. One GMC 
program, however, began during this period. In 1942 
Club trustees authorized formal recognition of 
GMC'ers who had tramped the full length of the LT, 
and the following year awarded 32 special certificates 
to begin the roster of End-to-Enders. In 1977 the list of 
End-to-Enders passed the 1,000 mark. Many hikers 
have done it in a single continuous trip, but the 
majority have hiked it piecemeal, taking as long as 52 
years to put all the pieces of Trail together. 

Shelter construction and reconstruction resumed at 
a somewhat reduced rate through the 1950's, then 
accelerated in the 1960's. Stimulating this activity in 
part was recognition of a factor which the Club has 
been dealing with ever since-significant growth in the 
numbers of hikers using the Long Trail system. From 
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1966to1975. responding to he impact of the increased 
tra il and shelter u e - and also correcting what 
proba bly should have been corrected before-the Club 
launched a va riety of programs. including: the removal 
of dumps at shelters and promotion of a '"carry-in, 
carry-out" policy; the dissemina tion of information 
through the various media concerning proper trail and 
camping practices; the stationing of caretakers at 
heavily used shelters to maintain the facilities and 
assist hikers; and the development of a cooperative 
program stationing ranger-naturalists on Mt. Mans
field and Camel's Hump to assist the hiking public, and 
to help protect and preserve the fragile arctic-alpine 
tundra ecosystems found on the summits of these two 
mountains. 

The GMC has never been deeply involved in national 
conservation causes. but it has played a role in 
pre en·ation of the wilderness character of the Green 
. lountain . In the mid-1930" s the Club mounted opposi
tion to the o-called Green Mounta in Parkway. a 
propo ed scenic highwav to run the length of the main 
Green ~founta in range (Vermonters ultimately re
jected the proposal in a statewide referendum]. In 
1958 the U.S. Air Force eventually dropped its plan to 
erect a Bomar.c missile communications facility on the 
Chin of Mt. Mansfield, possibly in part because of GMC 
objections . And during the early 1960's the Club's 
Conservation Committee aided in bringing certain pri
vately-owned areas on Camel' s Hump into state owner
ship in an effort to prevent the mountain's 
development. 
- More recently the GMC has entered into formal 
protective agreements for the Trail with owners of 
private lands. The effectiveness of these licensing 
agreements was a factor in the Club' s successful 
opposition in 1975 to having the Long Trail included in 
the National Scenic Trails System, although the 
southern third of the LT, as a part of the Appalachian 
Trail, is included in the national trails system. 

In 1960, the GMC' s 50th anniversary year, the Ver
mont Genera l Assembly adopted a resolution '"express
ing gra titude a nd recognition to the Green Mountain 
Club" for its role in establishing and maintaining the 
Long Tra il. In 1971 the Vermont Legislature approved 
another resolution recognizing the Club as "the 
founder . sponsor . defender and protector" of the Long 
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Trail system and delegating to it responsibility for 
developing policies and programs aimed at the 
" preservation, maintenance. and proper use of hiking 
trails for the benefit of the people of Vermont. " 

Meeting that responsibility will continue to be the 
Green Mountain Club' s primary function. 

GMC Membership: 

Membership in the Green Mountain Club is the 
hiker's way of supporting the Long Trail system, and is 
open to anyone with an interest in hiking and/ or the 
Green Mountains. Two types of membership are avail
able: those wishing to participate directly in trail main
tenance, outings, and other functions may join one of 
the local units , known as Sections. Those wishing to 
support the work of the Club generally, but not able or 
interested in joining a Section may take out a member
ship-at-la rge . Of the Club's 4000 members, 650/o are 
members-at-large. 

Both Section and At-Large members enjoy the same 
benefits: membership card, subscription to the Long 
Trail News, discounts on Club publications, and 
reduced use fees at some locations served by GMC 
caretakers. · 

There a re presently 14 GMC Sections. Nine a rc based 
in Vermont: Bennington. Brattleboro. Killington (Rutla nd 
area). Bread Loa f (Middlebury a rea). Burlington. Mont
pelier. Ottauquechee (Woodstock area). Sterling (Mor
risville area). and St. Albans. Five a re based out-of-sta te: 
New York (NYC area). Connecti cut (Hartford area ). 
Worcester. Mass .. Pioneer Valley (Springfield. Mass. 
a rea ). and Montrea l. Each Section is responsible for the 
maintenance of a designated stretch of the Long Tra il. 
The Sections a re largely autonomous. a nd set their own 
dues and membership structure. Those interes ted in Sec
tion membership may write to that Section 's secreta ry. 
c/o the GMC office. and the requ est will be forw a rded to 
the appropriate person. 

Al-large membership is available to anyone s imply by 
submitting the applica tion in the back of the Guide Book 
with a check for the appropriate dues amount. 

Publications and Services: 

Besides the Guide Book and the Long Trail News, the 
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GMC published its second guide book, Day Hiker's 
Guide to Vermont, in 1978. A number of pamphlets and 
information sheets are also available. The various pub
lications are described in the "Packbasket" section, 
which appears periodically in the Long Trail News, or 
in a list available on request from GMC headquarters. 
The Club office also stocks a number of Forest Service 
and State information leaflets. 

Apart from the "'on the Trail" programs, the Club 
also provides other services. The GMC is happy to help 
people plan Long Trail hikes. Although most essential 
information can be found in this Guide Book, the GMC 
will gladly respond to written trail inquiries. The Club 
also offers two slideshows with taped narration, one of 
which is geared specifically toward planning overnight 
trips for youth groups. 

Organizational Structure: 

The Green Mountain Club is governed by its Board of 
Directors, an elected group representing both Section 
and At-large members. A list of current directors and 
committee members is printed each August in the Long 
Trail NewB. 

The Club's Annual Meeting is held on the Saturday 
nearest Memorial Day. The business meeting is only a 
part of this spring get-together which includes informal 
talks, camping, hikes, etc. Another gathering of 
GMC'ers is the 'Intersectional," which is held at the 
end of August. This week-long event takes place at a 
base camp near the Long Trail, and features daily 
hikes, family camping, and evening programs. Guests 
are always welcome. 

End-to-End: 

Any hiker who has completed the entire Long 
Trail-in one trip or many, this year or in previous 
years-is entitled to receive an End-to-End Certificate. 
To apply, the hiker needs only to submit to the Club 
headquarters a brief written summary of his trip(s). 
More detailed suggestions for the report as well as 
general End-to-End guidelines are available in a free 
flyer from the GMC office. For GMC members who have 
completed the Trail, an End-to-End emblem for sleeve 
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or pack (illu8trated on page 51) may be purchased 
from the Club office for $1.00. 

The number of End-to-Enders submitting reports 
each year reflects growing use of the Long Trail: 1955: 
1 End-to-Ender, 1965: 43, and 1975: 118. Reports 
submitted by End-to-Enders help pinpoint problem 
areas which require attention by the Club. The Club 
does not, however, keep detailed records of "fastest 
times," winter trips, etc. Nor does the Club wish to 
create a competitive climate around the End-to-End 
accomplishment. 

PROTECT THE LONG TRAIL 
JOIN THE GREEN MOUNTAIN CLUB 

The CiMC needs you to help support: 

Maintenance of rhc unique LT system of trails 
and shelters. 

Educational programs about the value of the LT 
and the need for irs proccccion. 

Participation in govcrnmcnral action affecting the 
LT and its environment 

You need the CiMC to help imurc that you will continue 
to have a "footpath in the wilderness" available for hiking 
enjoyment. 

P.O. Box 889, Montpelier, Vermont 05602 
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THE GREEN MOUNTAINS 

TOPOGRAPHY: 

The Green Mountains extend the full length of Ver
mont and spread out over much of its area. They con
tinue beyond the Massachusetts line to include the 
Hoosac Range and then lose their mountainous char
acter. In Massachusetts, they, as well as the Taconic 
Mountains, are known as the Berkshire Hills. To the 
north, the Green Mountains extend into Canada as the 
Sutton Mountains. 

The highest of the three parallel Green Mountain 
ranges is the Main or Second Range over whose sum
mits the Long Trail passes. Near the Massachusetts 
line it spreads out in an irregular manner nearly the 
whole width of the State. At US 4 it narrows to a well 
defined range, becoming somewhat irregular again 
north of Mt. Mansfield. 

The First (or Front) Range consists of the Hogback 
Mountains (of limited extent) north of Brandon. 

The Third Range comprises three groups of moun
tains east of Vt. 100 in the northern half of the 
State. These are, south to north, the Northfield, Wor
cester, and Lowell Mountains. 

The Green Mountains are broken by three super
imposed rivers, the Winooski, the Lamoille, and the 
Missisquoi, which rise on the uplands to the east. 
These rivers have cut impressive water gaps; the 
Winooski River at Bolton is 3758 feet below the sum
mit of Camel's Hump, 3Y2 miles to the south. 

The divide between the Hudson River-Lake Cham
plain Basin on the west and the Connecticut River on 
the east follows the Main Green Mountain Range from 
its southern end to an unnamed peak between Mt. 
Roosevelt and Mt. Cleveland north of Vt. 125. Here it 
diverges to the east and follows what was once known 
as the east branch of the "Y" of the Green Mountains, 
and is now called the Granite Mountains. Although not 
very high in general, these mountains rise to a height of 
3348 feet on Signal Mt. east of Barre, and from Camel's 
Hump and Mt. Mansfield show up as a prominent 
range. 

The Taconic Mountains are west of US 7 with their 
northern end near Brandon. The highest peak is 
Equinox Mt. near Manchester. In Massachusetts they 
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include Mt. Greylock and extend along the New York 
border into Connecticut. 

The rest of the Vermont mountains are unattached. 
In the Champlain Lowland, there are many eminences 
once known as the Red Sandrock Hills. The Northeast
ern Highlands in Essex County contain many isolated 
monadnocks, the western margin of the White Moun
tains. Farther south, along the Connecticut River, is 
located the most outstanding of the monadnocks, Mt. 
Ascutney (3144) . 

The Green Mountains' neighbors to the west in New 
York are the Adirondack Mountains. Most of the high 
peaks of this range are grouped around Mt. Marcy 
(5344). 

To the east beyond the Connecticut River valley are 
the White Mountains of New Hampshire. The highest, 
Mt. Washington (6288), dominating the Presidential 
Range, is about due east of Camel's Hump. 

NATURAL HISTORY: 

The Green Mountain region, once part of a vast in
land sea, was raised into a lofty mountain range 350,-
000,000 years ago. The bedrock of the Green Moun
tains, metamorphic schists and gneisses. was formed 
by the tremendous pressure and heat which accom
panied this upheaval. 

Much later, during the Ice Age, continental ice 
sheets thousands of feet thick covered northern New 
England and overrode even the highest peaks. These 
glaciers, the last of which receded 12,000 years ago, 
were an important factor in the shaping of the Green 
Mountains. 

Rugged, with sharp crests and generally steep 
slopes, the average elevation of the Green Mountain 
ridgeline today is 2000 feet. Several peaks exceed 4000 
ft.: Mt. Mansfield (4393). Killington Peak (4241). Mt. 
Ellen (4083). Camel's Hump (4083). and Mt. Abraham 
(4006). 

The lower slopes of the Green Mountains are 
forested by a mixture of northern hardwoods. Sugar 
maple and beech are the dominant species. Between 
2400 feet and 3000 feet. a transitional forest occurs 
dominated by yellow birch, white birch, and red 
spruce. Above 3000 feet, red spruce and balsam fir 
dominate with the percentage of balsam fir increasing 
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with elevation. 
Green Mountain soils are rough and stony. On the 

higher slopes the soil is shallow and covered by a thick 
layer of organic matter. As a result of this organic 
content. the water holding capacity of the higher eleva
tions is substantial. 

Summers in Vermont are cool and pleasant. Hot, 
humid days are rare, and only infrequently does the 
temperature exceed 90° F. Conditions along the crest 
of the Green Mountains are not the same as the low
lands, however. Air temperature decreases approxi
mately 3.5°Fper1000 feet of elevation; while the over
all mean annual air temperature at 1800 feet is 41.3° F, 
it is 34.4° F at 3800 feet. There is also a marked 
increase in the amount of precipitation. The annual 
average in Vermont is 38 inches. On the higher peaks it 
exceeds 100 inches. A phenomenon called fog precipi
tation occurs at the upper elevations. Moisture from 
low-lying clouds is removed by the branches and 
needles of the conifers. Tiny cloud droplets collect and 
then coalesce, becoming a major source of water 
above 2500 feet. 

Vermont winters are severe and prolonged, with 
abrupt temperature changes. Snowfall on the upper 
elevations of the Green Mountains averages 100-120 
inches annually compared to 55-65 inches in the Cham
plain Valley. The duration and depth of the snow cover 
also increases with altitude. At 3800 feet snow lingers 
for 8 to 12 weeks longer than at 1800 feet. Maximum 
snow depth usually occurs in March. 

Through the combined effects of high rainfall, fog 
precipitation, and the ability of the soil to hold large 
quantities of water, the Green Mountains are impor
tant as an abundant source of clean water. 

Cultural History: 

The Green Mountains have played a major role in 
the history of Vermont. The state's past cannot be 
understood fully without a knowledge of the many 
ways the Green Mountain range and its foothills have 
affected its residents. The mountains have long 
provided a resource base, and they have also served 
as an enduring symbol of the State of Vermont. 

The earliest Vermonters, largely Abenaki Indians, 
had no permanent settlements in the mountains, and 
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limited their highland ventures to infrequent east-west 
trips and hunting forays. Early European settlers also 
generally followed the more hospitable river valleys 
and lowlands. The Main Range was perceived as 
something of a divider-settlements to its west devel
oped at a different pace and with a somewhat different 
perspective than those to the east of the range. As 
agriculture and settlement grew, so did man's use of 
the mountains. 

In the first stages of settlement. hundreds of acres of 
woodland were burned off to produce potash, for a 
time Vermont's most valuble export, and an essential 
ingredient in the manufacture of soap. Still later, large 
areas of woodland were cleared to produce timber and 
provide space for Vermont's booming sheep farms. By 
1840, approximately 800/o of Vermont's total area had 
been cleared, mostly for agricultural purposes. Many 
prominent mountains, now heavily forested from base 
to summit, were cleared far up their slopes to provide 
sheep pasturage. 

Today, more than 700/o of Vermont is reforested. A 
decline in sheep farming resulting from more competi
tive markets and the loss of the protective tariff led to a 
firm trend toward the dairy industry. The growing 
movement toward specialization in bulk milk and 
agribusiness forced the abandonment of many 
marginal "hill farms," a process which is continuing 
today. The agriculture that has managed to survive in 
Vermont is situated largely in fertile valleys and 
flatlands. All that remains of most hill farms are the 
seemingly incongruous stone walls and cellar holes 
found throughout the Vermont woods-some along the 
Long Trail itself. 

Recreational use of the Green Mountains began 
more than 100 years ago. Following the Civil War, 
"summit houses," rustic hotels served by carriage or 
horse roads, began appearing on such Vermont peaks 
as Killington, Camel's Hump, and Mt. Mansfield. 
Guests arriving in nearby towns by train from Boston 
and New York would be transported to the summit 
houses where they would spend up to two or three 
weeks admiring sunrises, sunsets, and the general 
mountain environment. Most of the summit houses had 
folded by 1900, although the Mt. Mansfield Hotel didn't 
cease operations until the early 1960's. 

In 1910 the Green Mountain Club was founded, and 
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recreational interest in the mountains was concen
trated on building and hiking the Long Trail. Although 
hiking interest seemed to hold relatively steady for 
several decades, use of the Long Trail clearly began to 
accelerate drastically in the 1960's. 

In the 1930's, other recreational uses of the Green 
Mountains began to develop, some of them in conflict 
with the idea of a "footpath in the wilderness." The 
Green Mountain Parkway, discussed in the History of 
the GMC, sought to create developed, automotive rec
reational opportunities. Ski area development, initially 
viewed as being compatible with hiking, had become 
by th.e 1960's a highly developed industry involving 
most of Vermont's major peaks. 

By the late 1960's, a fear that resort and second 
home development would swallow up the remaining 
remote areas in the state led to the enactment of land
mark environmental legislation, most notably Act 250. 
Act 250 controls all sizeable developments, and is 
particularly directed toward controlling development 
in areas above 2500 feet in elevation. Even Green 
Mountain Club privies require an Act 250 permit 
before they can be rebuilt or relocated! 

The Green Mountains today see a variety of uses. 
Industrial uses vary from logging to asbestos mining. 
Recreational uses range from the " concentrated type" 
(downhill skiing, campground camping, etc.) to the 
"dispersed type" (hiking, hunting, etc.). In addition, ski 
touring, snowmobiling, and trail biking have become 
very popular in recent years. Minimizing confronta
tions and conflicts between these often incompatible 
pursuits has become an integral part of land manage
ment in Vermont. 
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APPALACHIAN NATIONAL 

SCENIC TRAIL 

The Appalachian Trail, extending from Maine to 
Georgia, was first proposed by Benton MacKaye of 
Shirley, Mass. in 1921 and begun the next year. It was 
not completed until 1937, some six years after the 
completion of the Long Trail. The AT utilizes the Long 
Trail from the Massachusetts line to U.S. 4 in Sher
burne Pass, and then swings easterly to Hanover, N.H. 
The GMC maintains the AT from its junction with the 
Long Trail at Sherburne Pass to Vt. 12, a distance of 
16.5 miles. From Vt. 12 to Hanover and beyond, the 
A.T. is maintained by the Dartmouth Outing Club. 

Public Law 90-543 enacted by the 80th Congress in 
October, 1968 and commonly referred to as the 
"National Trail Systems Act," designates the 2000-mile 
Appalachian Trail as a National Scenic Trail to be 
administered by the National Park Service, with the 
guidance of the Appalachian National Scenic Trail 
Advisory Council (ANST AC). The primary intent of the 
legislation was to eliminate the constant threat of 
relocation and disruption from encroaching develop
ment of private lands along the route. This protection 
was to be provided through cooperative agreements, 
easements, or outright acquisition of a "trail 
corridor." 

The protection process has become lengthy and 
complex. As of March 1977, the U.S. Forest Service, 
which has responsibility for the AT within National 
Forest boundaries, had made substantial progress in 
acquiring easements or rights of way for the Trail 
within the Green Mountain National Forest. On private 
land (virtually the entire 55 miles of AT from Vt. 140 
to the Connecticut River). protection is still being dis
cussed and future action is uncertain. 

Only that part of the Appalachian Trail which is 
associated with the Long Trail-between US 4 and 
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Blackington, Mass.-is described in detail in this Guide 
Book. From its junction with the Long Trail and Vt. 12, 
the Appalachian Trail is described only briefly. 

The Appalachian Trail Conference (ATC). of which 
the Green Mountain Club is a member, publishes The 
Guide to the Appalachian Trail in New Hampshire and 
Vermont. ATC Publication No. 17 (25c) describes brief
ly all publications pertaining to the AT. Address: Ap
palachian Trail Conference, P.O. Box 236, Harpers 
Ferry, West Virginia 25425. 
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MANAGEMENT OF THE LONG TRAIL SYSTEM 

Need For Management: 

For decades, the Green Mountain Club's role on the 
Long Trail was considered that of "maintainer" -a 
matter of making sure that the trails were blazed and 
clear, the shelters in adequate repair, and the Guide 
Book up to date. 

Today, with intense hiking pressures, landowner 
problems, and legislative requirements. the Long Trail 
requires more than simple "maintenance." The opera
tion of the various programs, the cooperation with 
State and Federal agencies, and the representation of 
hikers' interests in land use planning, all make 
"management" more accurate than "maintenance" in 
describing the GMC's role on the Long Trail. 

Cooperation of State and Federal Agencies: 

Management of the Long Trail is, to a large extent, a 
cooperative partnership between private and public 
organizations. On Federal land in the Green Mountain 
National Forest, the U.S. Forest Service is actively 
involved in management of the Long Trail. On State 
lands, the Vermont Department of Forests, Parks, and 
Recreation coordinates closely with the GMC on mat
ters pertaining to the LT system. 

Without the cooperation of these agencies, the 
task of managing the Long Trail would be overwhelm
ing. Their expertise and participation is indispensable. 

Volunteer Activity: 

The mainstay of the GMC and the Long Trail has 
always been the participation of volunteers. For 
decades, trail and shelter maintenance has been per
formed largely by GMC Sections-each responsible for 
a specified stretch of the Long Trail. Less obvious, but 
equally important, has been the volunteer commit
ment to such tasks as editing the Guide Book, working 
up trail standards, overseeing the "paid" programs, 
and participating generally in Club functions and 
operations. 

The GMC welcomes energetic volunteers. Section 
members have a direct opportunity to participate; 
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members-at-large should not hesitate to contact the 
Club office to volunteer their services. 

Caretaker Program: 

The Caretaker Program is not new. From the early 
days, GMC caretakers were intermittently on duty 
charging fees and maintaining the buildings at a num
ber of lodges on the Trail. Today, with some twenty 
caretakers, the program represents a coordinated 
effort by the GMC not only to maintain the shelters and 
trails, but to educate the many inexperienced hikers 
through informal conversation and example. 

The Caretaker is responsible for the upkeep of his or 
her shelter, but does not provide services that are 
normally the hiker's responsibility. 

GMC caretakers are experienced hikers. They are 
happy to provide backpacking suggestions and tips, as 
well as basic information on the Club and the Trail. 
They are dedicated to the premise that most hikers, 
when provided with the proper information, will seek 
to minimize their impact on the Trail environment. 

By action of the Club's Board of Trustees, the over
night fee has been set at $1.00 (50c for GMC'ers with 
cards, except on National Forest land). This is a use 
fee, and applies to tenters as well as shelter users. 

Ranger-Nauralist Program: 

On Camel's Hump and Mt. Mansfield, the 
State/GMC Ranger-Naturalist Program represents a 
cooperative effort to protect the alpine tundra areas 
on both peaks, and to provide general information and 
assistance to hikers. Like GMC caretakers, the ranger
naturalists concentrate on low-key, individual educa
tion. In addition, the rangers enforce state camping 
and fire regulations, provide first-aid if needed, and 
coordinate the activities of the GMC caretakers in the 
area. 

The Program is run cooperatively by the Club and 
the Vt. Department of Forests, Parks, and Recreation, 
with additional financial support from the Mt. 
Mansfield Company and the University of Vermont. 
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Long Trail Patrol: 

The venerable Long Trail Patrol is the oldest of the 
GMC's non-volunteer programs. Begun in 1931 under 
the direction of Professor Roy 0. Buchanan of 
Burlington, who remained Patrol Supervisor until t~e 
mid-1960's, the LTP is the Green Mountain Clubs 
official trail crew. 

The function of the Patrol was originally that of 
"patrolling" the Trail to report o~ trail and shelter 
conditions. That emphasis later shifted to shelter con
struction and reconstruction, ~ith special attentio~ 
given to the northernmost 50 miles of the Long Trail 
where there were no local GMC Sections to perform 
essential maintenance. 

With the advent of the Jay and St. Albans Sections in 
the north, and the pressing need to perform basic 
erosion control work because of heavy use of the LT, 
the Patrol now concentrates on basic trail reconstruc
tion: waterbars, puncheon, and cribbing. 

This work is very time consuming and expensive. On 
the new LT I AT route from Vt. 9 north to Glastenbury 
Shelter, the Long Trail Patrol has put in some 175 man 
weeks over three seasons-about 30 man weeks per 
mile! Because of the need to prepare for the impact of 
heavy use, the days when opening a new trail was a 
simple matter of clearing and blazing are long gone. 

Landowner Agreements: 

Without the cooperation of dozens of private land
owners, the Long Trail would not exist. Nearly half of 
the Trail traverses private land, and this long-standing 
cooperation, in many cases formalized by w:itten 
five-year licensing agreements, assures a contmued 
corridor for the Trail so long as hikers continue to treat 
private property with respect and care. 

Research: 

In order to manage a trail system properly, much 
basic information is needed on such topics as use 
levels and hiker impact. 

In many cases, this sort of information is either 
lacking or not applicable to the situation in New 
England. To help fill that gap, the GMC cooperates ex-
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tensively with the Northeast Forest Experiment Sta
tion's (USFS) Backcountry Research Program based in 
Durham, N.H. Hikers may encounter studies in pro
gress, among them: the composting of outhouse wastes 
to avoid water pollution, the gathering of use figures 
from sign-in register boxes, and the documenting of 
trail erosion rates. 

With the information thus generated, the GMC and 
cooperating government agencies hope to be able to do 
a better job of overall trail management. 

Planning for the Future: 

In an effort to anticipate future trends and protect 
the Trail environment, the Club and its cooperators are 
en_g~ged in long-ran!le planning. Use patterns are a 
critical concern. If hiker traffic continues to increase, 
more restrictions and/or a more artificial trail envi
ronment is inevitable. If use begins to level off, as there 
are some indications it is, then the Trail can be 
managed with more flexibility and fewer constraints 
on the hiker. 

To avoid making plans in a vacuum, the Green 
Mountain Club wants the input of all hikers, members 
and non-members. Your comments are always 
welcome. Long-range planning is a difficult task, but 
without public input, it becomes virtually impossible. 

Sending in your reports of trail and 
shelter conditions will enable the main
tenance crews to better establish priority 
on improvements to be made. 
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ACCESS TO THE TRAIL 

The foldout map in the back of the book is intended 
primarily to show the overall route of the Long Trail. 
For a road map, hikers should request the current Offi
cial Highway Map of Vermont from the Agency of 
Transportation, Montpelier, VT 05602. 

Public transportation in the vicinity of the LT is 
provided primarily by Vermont Transit Lines, a com
ponent of the Greyhound bus system. VTL buses pass 
over parts of the following highways, crossing or 
closely paralleling the Long Trail: US 7, Vt. 9, Vt. 103, 
US 4, US 2, I-89, Vt. 15, and Vt. 100. Current timetables 
are available from Vermont Transit Company, 135 St. 
Paul Street, Burlington, VT 05401. 

Allegheny and Air North airlines service is available 
to the Rutland, Barre-Montpelier, and Burlington air
ports. AMTRAK rail passenger service from Washing
ton and NYC, although crossing the LT at Jonesville, 
does not stop closer than Waterbury, some ten miles 
east of the Trail. 

Pamphlets describing developed public camping 
facilities, some near the Trail, are available from the 
Forest Supervisor, Green Mountain National Forest, 
Rutland, VT 05701 and from the Vermont Department 
of Forests, Parks, and Recreation, Montpelier, VT 
05602. 

When parking vehicles at trailheads and road junc
tions, hikers should take special care to avoid obstruct
ing traffic or blocking access to homes, farms, or 
woodlots. Vandalism can be a problem, and it is some
times wiser to leave a car away from the Trail near 
major public transportation routes. Police and service 
stations will usually provide a place to park [in the 
case of the latter for a small fee), and the Long Trail 
may then be reached by walking, hitch-hiking, or by 
utilizing public transportation. 
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GUIDELINES FOR USE OF THE LONG TRAIL 

With proper care the Long Trail is not dangerous
it is neither excessively far from dwellings nor is it sub
ject [in the summer) to severe climatic conditions. If by 
any chance you lose the trail, a compass and a map 
will facilitate your getting back to it or down to the 
nearest road. In Vermont, the compass points about 15 
degrees west of true north. Hikers are urged to write to 
the Club for the J;1test information on trail and shelter 
conditions. 

Trail Marking: 

In general. the Long Trail is blazed with white paint, 
and the side trails with blue paint. The few exceptions 
to this blazing rule are noted in the divisional trail 
descriptions. 

Along the Trail, intersections are marked with signs. 
White arrows or double blazes are used at important 
turns; on National Forest land the U.S. Forest Service 
sometimes uses small brown signs on which are 
painted cream-colored arrows. 

Painted metal disks are sometimes used to identify 
the trail route. In open areas, rocks are frequently 
painted, and whitetopped stakes are often used in 
fields. Property lines painted in various colors are 
often encountered, but the well-worn footpath and 
white blazes will help distinguish the Trail. 

Should the next blaze ahead not be found within a 
reasonable distance. stop, look, and backtrack if nec
essary. It is better to lose a moment looking for the 
correct route immediately, than to forge ahead for 
some distance on the wrong route. 

Camping and Fires: 

The Long Trail traverses private. State, and Federal 
lands; camping and fire regulations vary according to 
these ownerships. Although the regulations are listed 
briefly at the beginning of each divisional description, 
an elaboration is provided below: 

1. Private Lands: Approximately 450/o of the Long Trail 
is on private lands. Use of these areas is permitted 
through the generosity of the landowners, and abuse of 
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this longstanding arrangement could result in the 
removal of the Long Trail from private lands. 

By both State law and GMC landowner agreements, 
camping on private lands is restricted to the shelters. 
Fires are permitted only in the one permanent fire
place at each shelter site. No new fireplaces should be 
built. and camping between shelters is prohibited 
without the written permission of the landowner. 

2. State Lands: Approximately 15°0 of the Long Trail 
traverses land owned by the State of Vermont. including 
the heavily used Camel"s Hump and Mt. Mansfield areas. 
As on private lands. camping on State lands is restricted 
to the shelters. In addition. to reduce site impact. tenting 
is not permitted unless the shelter has reached capacity. 
Open fires are permitted on State lands at lower elevation 
shelter sites and designated tenting areas. For informa
tion about primitive camping away from the Long Trail. 
hikers should contact the Vermont Department of 
Forests. Parks. and Recreation. 

3. Federal Lands-Green Mountain National Forest: 
Unlike many National Forests in which 90°·0 or more of 
the land within the authorized purchase boundaries has 
been acquired by the federal government. less than 40°0 
of the land within the Green Mountain National Forest 
boundaries is federally owned. Thus. simply being ··in the 
National Forest·· by no means assures the hiker that he is 
on Federal land. or that Federal regulations apply. 

Roughly 40°·0 of the Long Trail traverses Federal 
land. In the Green Mountain National Forest. dispersed 
camping and fires arc permitted at tho discretion of the 
hiker. Fire and Wilderness Permits are no longer re
quired. 

Although National Forest regulations provide great 
flexibility. the GMC urges all hikers to use the existing 
shelter facilities whenever possible in order to avoid 
widespread camping impact. For those choosing to 
camp between shelters. the Club urges that ··1eave no 
trace·· camping practices be followed. 

"Leave no trace camping" [also called '"clean 
camping"") means camping at least 200 feet from any 
trail. stream, or pond, and never camping where 
someone else has clearly camped before. Mountain 
summits are especially susceptible to damage, and 
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should not be used as campsites. 
The Green Mountain Club officially discourages fires 

on the Trail. Even where fires are permitted, hikers are 
encouraged to use small, gas campstoves. Fireplaces 
seem to breed garbage and abusive firewood gather
ing practices. Furthermore, in dry weather, the threat 
of forest fire always exists. 

Water Supplies: 

Any water source may become polluted. To be on the 
safe side, all water should be treated or boiled before 
using. 

Streams and ponds should never be used for dish or 
clothes washing. Rather, water should be drawn from 
the water supply, and a collapsible bucket or other 
vessel used as a dishpan. Waste food should be buried 
well away from any water source. 

Trash and Human Wastes: 

There are no refuse dumps on the Long Trail. All 
trash should be carried out of the woods. Where fires 
are permitted, paper and plastic wrappings (but not 
foil or foil-lined packets) may be burned. Outhouses 
should never be used as trash receptacles. 

Human waste can become a problem at some sites 
by endangering water quality. At shelter sites and 
tenting areas, hikers should use the existing toilet 
facilities. Where there is no outhouse, human waste 
should be buried in a small hole well away from trails 
and water sources. 

Pets and Varmints: 

As a courtesy to others, the GMC recommends that 
hikers leave their pets at home. Even the best trained 
dog, cat, goat, or pet raccoon can be a source of 
annoyance in the close confines of a lodge or shelter. 
And pets are very likely to encounter their own trail 
problel'.ls, particularly painful battles with roaming 
porcupmes. 

Porcupines also pose other problems. Although the 
reintroduction in Vermont of the fisher [a member of 
the marten family and a natural predator of porcu
pines) and the removal of shelter dumps have reduced 
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porkie problems in some areas, these ubiquitous 
rodents remain destructive with their constant 
gnawing. They love salt; never leave your boots where 
porcupines may reach them! 

Porcupines posing a persistent nuisance may be 
killed by a blow directed toward the nose. When 
dispatched at a camp or shelter, they should be buried 
or removed to a distant point to prevent offensive 
odors. They may be carried safely by a front paw for 
there are no quills there. 

Deer mice and raccoons are particularly adept at 
gnawing through packs in search of food. Don't leave 
food in the open and, whenever possible, hang packs 
from shelter rafters. 

Backpacking Groups: 

Use of the Long Trail by groups has become increas
ingly popular. Experienced leadership and a manage
able size are essential for a successful trip. Ten should 
be considered a maximum group size (including 
leaders), and 4 to 6 is far better. 

All groups should be properly equipped and should 
carry tents or tarps. Radios. hatchets, and other 
useless paraphernalia are best left at home. 

The GMC office is happy to help groups plan their 
Long Trail trips. "Guidelines for Backpacking Groups" 
is a free pamphlet available from the Club office, and 
appears in abbreviated form on pg. 61. A slide show 
with taped narration, designed to help groups plan 
hiking trips, is available for a nominal rental fee from 
the Club office. 

Winter and Spring Use of the Long Trail: 

The Long Trail is not designed for winter use. 
Extended winter travel poses a series of special 
problems: unpredictable weather conditions, extreme
ly deep snow, obliterated blazes, short daylight, and 
the need to carry extra warm clothing and safety gear. 

Use of the Long Trail in winter should be undertaken 
by only properly equipped groups, with experienced 
leaders, over familiar parts of the Trail. The Long Trail 
in winter should not be anyone's first cold weather 
outing. More information is available in "Winter Use of 
the Long Trail," available free of charge from the GMC 
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office. 
Spring use poses many of the same problems of 

winter use, plus the need to carry both cold and 
temperate weather gear. Snow usually lingers in the 
higher elevations until early June, often making 
progress slow and difficult. Where the snow has 
melted, deep mud makes the going tough and makes the 
trails extremely vulnerable to damage from foot traffic. 

The Green Mountain Club strongly urges people to 
avoid hiking during this spring "mud season" (usually 
mid-April to the end of May]. Some trails, such as those 
on Camel's Hump, may be officially closed at this time 
of year. 

Equipment and Food: 

Not so long ago backpacking revolved around pack 
baskets, Hudson Bay blankets, and axes. For many 
years hiking literature was difficult or impossible to 
find. But today, an abundance of equipment and 
literature is available. 

The information presented here is simply a 
superficial treatment of a complicated subject. A more 
detailed reference is the Appalachian Trail Confer
ence's Suggestions for Appalachian Trail Users (Publi
cation #15; 50c). ATC: Box 236, Harpers Ferry, West 
Virginia 25425. 

1. Day hikes usually require little more than guide 
book or map, compass, first-aid kit, and appropriate 
clothing and footwear. Raingear and a windbreaker 
should be added to the day pack for trips to higher 
elevation areas. A flashlight should always be carried 
"just in case." 
2. Overnight hikes are much more complicated, and 
require thorough planning. The logistics of food, fuel, 
and time should all be considered carefully. 

Besides the items carried on a day hike, overnight 
hikers should be carrying a backpacking stove, fuel, 
sleeping bag and pad, dishwashing gear, eating 
utensils, and plastic litter bags. Clothing and footwear 
appropriate for the weather and terrain are critical, 
and extras should be carried in a waterproof bag. 
Never underestimate the variability of Vermont 
weather! Always be prepared for rain and cold. 

Tents or simple tarps should be carried because 
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space in the shelters can never be assured but the 
GMC reiterates that use of the shelters ~henever 
possible ~s encourag~d, and that on all but Federal 
land tentmg or campmg between the shelters is pro
hibited by law. 

P~ease note that winter and spring use pose special 
eqmpment problems (see page 29). 
3. Manufactuers and Suppliers of backpacking equip
ment ar~ now plentiful. '.'ikers are cautioned against 
purchasmg cheap equipment-the middle of the 
Vermont wpods is a bad place to discover that the 
welds are weak on your bargain packframe! Except for 
~ome high-quality European equipment, to date most 
imported equipment has not been comparable to that 
produc~d by Am~rican manufacturers specializing in 
lightweight campmg gear. An established retail outlet 
with knowledgeable, helpful salespeople is the 
beginning hiker's best hedge against inferior or 
unneeded equipment. 
4. Footwear is a topic full of self-proclaimed experts. 
The answer, however, is simple: whatever provides 
sufficient comfort, protection, and support under a 
variety of conditions is right for the individual wearer. 

Most people will find that the support and protection 
of a leather boot (at least ankle-high) is required. 
S!fiooth rubber and leather soles can be slippery, but 
ribbed, soft rubber soles, frequently found ori common 
work boots, provide good traction and are less 
damaging to the trails than Vibram (lug) soles. 
5. Food is always a lively topic of discussion on and off 
the Tra!l. Although a tremendous variety of 
freeze.-dr1ed camp food is now available, the high cost 
and gimmicky nature of many of these items has led 
most experienced hikers to seek out supplies from the 
local grocery store. A surprising variety of powdered, 
dehydrated, and freeze-dried foods are available at 
supermarkets, and when supplemented by cereal, 
cheese, and occasional freeze-dried camp foods can 
provide a complete and palatable menu. The begin
ning hiker soon learns that canned goods can be very 
heavy! 

Many foods, particularly those purchased in grocery 
stores, come in heavy, awkward boxes cans or glass 
containers. To save weight and spa~e these items 
should be repackaged in plastic bags and containers. 
6. Going light is critical to a pleasant backpacking trip. 
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Beginning hikers tend to forget that they must carry 
everything they pack, and almost invariably take along 
more than they need. 

Few hikers can carry comfortably more than YI of 
their weight. Modern packframes make backpacking 
less difficult than ever before, but the Long Trail is 
rugged, and bruised hips or shoulders from an over
stuffed pack can ruin a trip. 

Pack weights may be reduced on long-distance 
hikes by forwarding parcels marked "Hold for Long 
Trail Hiker" to post offices near the Trail, or by cach
ing supplies in a metal container at road crossings. 
7. Being prepared is important, particularly for be
ginning hikers. A long-distance overnight trip on the 
Long Trail should not be anyone's first hiking venture. 
Day trips with overnight equipment help prepare the 
beginning backpacker for longer trips. Beginners 
should make a special effort to become familiar with 
some of their more complicated backpacking equip
ment (packframe suspension systems, gas camp
stoves, mountain tents. etc.) before starting off on the 
Trail. 
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USING THE GUIDE BOOK 

For guide book purposes, the Long Trail has been 
divided into 12 Divisions, the limits of which are shown 
on the folding map in the back of the book. On the 
assumption that most continuous journeys are from 
south to north, the description is arranged in that di
rection. In each Division, the map and summary 
precede the trail description. 

The di.visional maps (about 3 miles to the inch) have 
contour mtervals of 200 ft. The Long Trail is shown as 
a dotted line with grey shading. Dashed lines are used 
to distinguish roads which may not be driveable from 
those that probably are. The demarcation is indefinite, 
a.s are the b~ginnings of side trails indicated by the 
smgle dash Imes. The road designation does not hold 
for winter, or the spring mud season. 

The divisional summaries are arranged to corre
spond with the adjacent maps, namely, the northern
most features are at the top, so that the northbound 
hiker reads from the bottom up. As the heading indi
cates, all elevations in the elevation column are at the 
Long Trail. Other important elevations, mostly sum
mits, are in the adjacent column to the left. 

The introduction to each division includes a brief 
summary of maintenance responsibilities for that por
tion of the Long Trail, a brief summary of camping and 
fire regulations for that division, and, in some cases, 
other information which does not appear in the text. 

Since the Trail description reads from south to 
north, the mileages (in parentheses) in the text are from 
the beginning of that division and correspond to the 
first column of the summary. For hikers traveling 
southbound, the mileages in the last column of the 
summary should be used. At the beginning and end of 
ea~h division, the accumulated mileages from that 
pomt to Massachusetts and to Canada are also given. 

With few exceptions, side trails are described from 
the Long Trail out and are indented (and indicated 
w.ith ~•)in the text to preserve main trail continuity. In 
D1v1s10ns IX and X, where the side trails form 
something of a network, they are grouped together and 
described toward the Long Trail (or south to north). 

Mileages used in both summaries and description 
(mostly determined by a measuring wheel) are actual 
hiking distances, including twists and turns. 
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The hiking times given in the text are based on the 
formula commonly used: Y2 hour for each mile plus Y2 
hour for each 1000 feet of ascent. It is important to 
realize that the figures are for actual hiking, and in 
making estimates, allowances should be made for 
lunching, viewing, resting, etc., and also for trips to 
summits and other viewpoints reached by side trails. 
The times are not necessarily those you will or should 
take but after comparing a few of your own times with 
those given, you can determine a ratio which can be 
applied to the Guide Book figures. This should be better 
than estimating by mileages alone. 

The overnight structures along the Trail are 
designated as Shelters, Camps and Lodges. The 
Shelters have open fronts and are of the type 
sometimes called Adirondack leantos or open camps. 
The Camps are enclosed, have doors and glazed win
dows . The larger enclosed structures are called 
Lodges. Exceptions to the above classification are 
noted in the trail description. The word "shelter" is 
also used in referring to trail structures in general. 

The Guide Book does not attempt to give minute 
details for finding one's way along the Trail. That is the 
function of the trail marking outlined under 
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Changes in the 

TRAILS AND SHELTERS 

will be published in 

THE LONG TRAIL NEWS 

in a form suitable for cutting out and 

pasting into your Guide Book. 

THE LONG TRAIL NEWS 

is the newspaper for 

THE GREEN MOUNTAIN CLUB. 

It is published quarterly 

and is sent to all members. 

KEEP YOUR GUIDE BOOK UP TO DA TE. 


